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I like the song, but it’s more of a guiltily pleasure. It’s something we’ve heard in songs a million times 

before. 

Great sound will definitely check out more of their music 

I really enjoyed this song! I liked the vocals, lyrics, everything! 

Tender lyrics 

Love this. The electric guitar start is a good set up for a fun southern rockish song. Pulls on the heart 

strings of this Texas woman. Any of us would be flattered to have someone think this way of us. I’m a San 

Antonio raised girl so I’m a fan of the tie back to my city. He does a perfect job of keeping it sweet with a 

little bit of edge. I’m a fan! 

I have heard this song before, will listen to more 

Cool song 

This is a true Texas song! 

I have no complaints with this song. Great song. 

Not bad. Kind of average and didn’t leave a mark, but was not bad at all 

Enjoyed the lyrics. Clear vocals and something I would listen to again as well as checking out more 

music. 

Great song that is well written. Enjoyed it very much, would love to hear it live. You also have a clear 

voice that sounds fantastic. Definingly gonna attempt to sing it to my girlfriend lol. Come down to college 

station sometime. Would love to have you. 

Right off the bat I was intrigued by the instrumental build up. The lead vocals and harmonies sound great. 

The only issue I hear is the quality of the mix. It seems like everything was mixed at the same level and 

that muddied up what was going on. It was hard to understand the vocals in some places. But overall, a 

really well produced song. 

Good sound all around 

I just love this song and i thought it was super good  

Liked it. Had a good mid 2000s Red Dirt vibe. Had a good flow and consistency without becoming 

predictable. 

Awesome! 

Good production. By far the best song on the playlist 

This song is a great all around. More of a traditional Texas sound. He has a very authentic voice. 

Although he does sound similar to other artist, he has a great format to build on. I could just drive around 

on a sunny day listening to this on repeat. 
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This song fits the red dirt feel. It tells a story and it’s a great song. 

Upbeat country. Makes you wanna kickback with your friends. Dance a bit. 

Hey I like this one too!! Not bad, the guys gotta good voice 

Cute song but didn’t like his voice. 

i love his style of music 

This song makes me want to drink plenty of beer at the lake or on a back road. I found my head bobbin’ 

to the beat. It’s twangy and I like that! 

I liked it! Had a good upbeat to it almost had a Parker McCollum kind of vibe to it! 

Song was Awesome and see him going places. 

Another one that didn't grab me right away. 

Really enjoyed the sample 

Could use better words 

It didn’t catch my attention. It was fine, just not for me. I bet it is better live. 

Sounded pretty chill 

I really enjoyed the sound of his voice and the clip. 

I loved the intro but when he began to sing, his tone didn't match the tempo of the song. Kinda strange. 

I like the intro of this song, all the instruments, the vocals are not loud enough 

Nothing special. Well-delivered and professional but cliche and overdone. Good singing 

Love the “sound” of this band. Great groove! 

They have the fullest sound of these four acts. I've heard so, so, so many "Texas" songs since moving to 

Texas, though. 

I really enjoyed this song. 

I like this dude! I’ll Defiantly check his stuff out 

I love the beat and lyrics and could dance to this song! I absolutely love the lyrics, especially from growing 

up around San Antonio. I could connect personally to this song as well. 

I like this one. Again some of the country imagery is unnecessary at best and contrived at worst, but here 

the lyrics feel like someone put some time and effort into them. A nice change of pace. I like the nice 

rocking backing track as well. 
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Absolutely loved it! Already have it on repeat & can easily see this song soaring on the charts. 

Just an ok song; kinda catchy 

Great song but it’s pushing a soft rock kinda feel and doesn’t get much of a red dirt vibe. Just a little 

harmonica, fiddle, banjo or maybe changing some of the guitar riffs ( that are actually kinda cool) with a 

steel guitar, would give it a much more red dirt feel. 

Catchy upbeat sound, sweet lyrics but not mind blown with his vocals like I was the first time I heard 

Kolby cooper or Dylan wheeler or one of those up and coming guys 

Classic TX Country Sound. I could imagine myself getting drunk at a live show and singing along. Singer 

had good vocal runs. Lyrics and storytelling were there. 

Catchy song. Definitely interested in what else he’s capable of. 

I can relate to having a feeling with a woman like the one he describes in the song. Takes me back a bit. 

Great Texas country song. 

Loved it! 

It was OK not my favorite song. 

Great song. Very contemporary sound of Texas country. 

Again not my style 

Callahan Divide vibes from this one. Love the lyrics and the composition, flows really well throughout. Not 

trying to over do it, but it’s not too simple. Badass instrumentals as well! 

Voice was great and again a good dance tune. Reminds me of someone I love. 

Liked this song catchy and well played 

Felt like it was a mix between JAB and cody Johnson 

Killer guitar solo 

enjoyed the gritty theme, the string work really added texture to this song. 10/10 

This one out of the four is my favorite! I am definitely saving this one! I love the rhythm and electric guitar 

part. It all plays together well. The music has a familiar sound to it like something I’ve heard maybe from 

Koe Wetzel or Read Southall Band or some other popular band. The lyrics are great! 

Love it 

The song kinda has a cross Canadian ragweed feel which is cool. 
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